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From Decoder 
Rings to Deep 
Fakes
Translating 
Complex 
Technologies for 
Legal Education
What to Expect
• Blockchain
• AI
• Quantum Computing
• Deepfakes
DECODING IT ALL FOR THE CLASSROOM
OVERVIEWS OF:

Welcome, Robot Overlords. Please Don’t Fire Us?
Start in 1940*
1 oz. of water
Amount doubled 
every 18 months
60 years – the bottom of the lake is damp
70 years – puddles
80 years – 40 feet of water
85 years – full (500 feet of water)
1940 – computer chips invented
60 years (damp) – PCs, laptops, internet, mobile phones
70 years (puddles) – smartphones, Wi-Fi, social media
79 years (~30-40ft) – machine learning, AI, blockchain
85 years (full) – I dunno, but 2025 is gonna be weird







Get Smart, Stay Smart
Online Lessons& 
Tutorials
Blogs & Newsletters Schools (OU, Chicago-
Kent, Harvard)
Print Resources
Teaching 
Students 
Why?
It’s our job (kinda)
Competency - Comment 8
Marketing
“New normal”
Teaching Students 
How?
• Picking the right venue
• Breaking it down
• ‘What you think you know’ vs. 'What you should know'
• 'What you think AI is' vs.‘What AI really is’
AI Wars of
Legal Research
• Lexis Analytics
Lex Machina
Intelligize
Ravel Law
• Thomson Reuters' 
Westlaw Edge
• Startup Contenders
Gavelytics
Casetext
ROSS Intelligence
LISA
What is Cryptography?
•The art of writing or solving codes
What is Encryption?
•The process of converting 
information or data into a code, 
especially to prevent 
unauthorized access
Phaistos disc, Crete
(2nd millennium BC)
Caesar cipher, Rome
(Between 100-44 BC)
19
•Public Key = radio broadcast
•Used for encryption
•“username”
•Private Key = decoder ring
•Used for decryption
•“password”
Encryption 101
Thomas Jefferson's
Bazeries cylinder (1795)
Questions?
